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We also want to thank all beta testers for reporting every little 
mistake:

Benedikt Gasser | Cao Son Ta | Christopher Kittel | DasMayo | Dennis 
Tofahrn | Edin | Elliot Kinkead | Homery | Justus Schuster | Klaus Pülm | 
Marek Cebulak | Maurice Kelch | Nils Baatzsch | Philip Klug

… and, for course, all the other people and companies that helped us 
make this project possible and were not specifically mentioned here! I 
hope you have fun driving the buses and that this slowly dying series 
of buses can live on at least on our PC screens.

Introduction
This add-on recreates 5 typical buses of the type “Urbino II”. These 
include the solo bus “Urbino 12” as two-door and three-door model, 
the articulated bus “Urbino 18” as three-door and four-door model, 
as well as the 15 m long three-axle “Urbino 15”. First introduced in 
1999, this generation of buses was built in its second series from 
2001 to 2005. In the same year, the II generation was replaced by the 
3rd generation of the Urbino series. Even though the vehicles of the II 
generation are increasingly taken out or service and in Germany and 
can only rarely be found any more, they were part of the fleet of most 
transport companies and some still drive around German cities. Due 
to their Polish origin, these vehicles largely sold abroad in every 
possible variation and can still often be found there today. For this 
reason, during development of this add-on we paid special attention 
to country-specific features of the vehicles and their implementation 
– for example, you can equip the driver’s workplace with a typical 
German “VDV” dashboard, or replace it by the “MOKI” dashboard 
often built into buses sold abroad. It is also possible to adapt the 
vehicle to your liking by using a repaint or the configuration screen 
within the bus. You can read more about this in the chapter “Con-
figuration display”.

Starting Off

Words From The Developer
Thank you for purchasing the add-on “Urbino Citybus Series” for 
OMSI 2. Inspired by the idea of bringing domestic vehicles to the PC, 
this collection of vehicles was created in painstaking detail work. In 
order to cater to as many players as possible I have tried to make the 
buses highly modular over the course of 19 months of development 
time. This has cost me and my team a lot of time, nerves and sweat, 
and I am happy to finally present this product. Special thanks go to 
the OMSI community and most of all the beta test team that never 
failed to bring up bugs and errors with constructive criticism – this is 
the only way that a model like this can be created to a high level of 
quality. In this context, I would also like to thank all persons that 
provided me material, mental support and their competent opinion at 
all times. And then there are the following persons that deserve a 
special mention because they enabled this product in its current form:

• Jens Zölfel, who helped us as a driver for our special photo 
tour and was always there to answer my pesky technical 
questions

• Feindflug, who continuously motivated us with is open mind

• Taeter Tours Dresden, who provided a reference vehicle for a 
special photo tour

• Justus & Ludwig Schuster, who organised the special photo 
tour

• Chilco for his support and quality control

• Philip Klug for his support in recreating the ticket printer of 
Dresden
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The Buses

Technical Data

Urbino 18
Length:   18.000 mm

Width:   2.550 mm

Height:    2850 mm (without roof structures)

Engine:    MAN D-2866 LOH 27

Transmission:   Voith DIWA 4-Gang-Automatik with   
   Retarder (D864.3)

Top speed:  85 km/h

Empty weight:  17.500 kg

Total weight:   28.000 kg

Urbino 15
Length:   14.590 mm

Width:   2.550 mm

Height:    2850 mm (without roof structures)

Engine:    MAN D-0826 LOH 18

Transmission:   Voith DIWA 4-Gang-Automatik with   
   Retarder (D864.3)

Top speed:   85 km/h

Empty weight:  14.500 kg

Total weight:   25.000 kg

About This Manual
This manual is limited to the installation of and introduction to this 
add-on. It is a supplement to the manual for the base game “OMSI 2 
- The Omnibus Simulator“.

Please read the manual for the main OMSI game for descriptions and 
instructions about basic functions and configurations. If clarification 
for the add-on is required, explicit references to the OMSI manual are 
provided in this manual.

System Requirements
In order for the add-on Urbino Citybus Series to run as smoothly as 
possible, you need the following:

• OMSI 2 – The Omnibus Simulator min. 2.2.032

• Operating system: Microsoft Windows 7 / 8 / 10

• Processor: Dual Core CPU with 2.8 GHz

• Memory: 4 GB RAM

• Graphics card: 1 GB with DirectX 9.0 (or higher), 2 GB 
recommended

• Free disk space: 1.5 GB

• Internet connection and Steam user account required. You 
need to be 13 years or older to create a Steam user account. 
Please note that you need to have the main game “OMSI 2 
– The Omnibus Simulator” installed to use this add-on! For the 
best experience, make sure to activate texture filtering and 
anti-aliasing in the graphics settings.
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Urbino 12
Length:    12.000 mm

Width:   2.550 mm

Height:    2850 mm (without roof structures)

Engine:    MAN D-0826 LOH 17

Transmission:   Voith DIWA 4-Gang-Automatik with   
   Retarder (D864.3)

Top speed:   85 km/h

Empty weight:  11.500 kg

Total weight:   18.000 kg

Operation
This section describes the normal operation of the buses. The 
following sections include images of all operable elements along with 
their respective description/function. First of all, you should switch to 
the interior view of the vehicle by pressing “F1” in your keyboard and 
to get an overview of the driver’s workplace.

Due to the modular nature of the vehicle, not all functions can be 
described with this overview image. An exact description of all the 
various modules can be found later in the manual.

Main View

1. IBIS 2 MAS 3 

2. Instrument panel type “VDV”

3. Ticket printer type “Almex”

4. Heating controls/trip recorder

Side Console

1. Kneeling switch (left: automatic kneeling, centre: deactivated, 
right: manual kneeling)

2. Instrument panel locking

3. Roof hatch controls 

4. Parking brake
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Overhead Console

1. Driver lighting

2. Configuration display

Driver’s door

The payment counter is only available in the Euro format and, after 
pressing the change buttons, will issue the corresponding amount of 
change. The lower row of buttons will only issue ONE coin per button 
press while the upper row will issue multiple coins – depending on its 
labelling.

1. Trip controller (not functioning)

2. Fan control driver

3. Fan speed driver

4. Temperature driver

5. Additional heating

6. Room heater 1

7. Pedestal fan driver

8. Room heater 2 (2 tiers)

The heating controls are divided in two areas. The rotary switches 
(red) control the fans for the driver and do NOT influence the room 
temperature. This can be controlled via the buttons 5, 6, 7, and 8.

The room heaters are automatic and therefore turn of when tempera-
tures rise above 22 °C. If the temperature inside the vehicle drops 
below 20 °C (e.g. because the doors were open for too long) the 
room heaters turn on again automatically. The additional heating 
exists for support on cold winter days.
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Instrument panel type “VDV”

RED:

1. Speedometer incl. odometer

2. Signal light block, from top to bottom:

1. STOP | Vehicle not ready for operation| When driving, stop 
and call service

2. ATTENTION | Danger for operational or traffic safety

3. Direction indicator

4. High beam

5. Parking brake

6. N/A

7. ABS/traction control

8. Stop request

9: Batterie

10: N/A

3. Info display (Vehicle, brake pressure, fuel level, etc.)

4. Combi-lever wiper, indicator, high beam, horn

5. Retarder lever

6. Steering wheel

7. Steering column (click to hide steering wheel)

8. Ignition key, engine start

BLUE:

1. Roof fan (exhaust air, fresh air)

2. Window heater

3. Switch for diagnostic display

4. Door wing lock

5. Switch Retarder

6. Switch traction control

7. Hazard lights

8. Vehicle level up/down

9. Kneeling button for manual kneeling

10. Driver A/C

11. Cash lighting

12. No function

13. School bus switch

14. Manually open door 3 (and 4)

15. Door release

16. Light switch exterior lighting

17. Cash lighting / interior

18. Door button

19. Gear selection button
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Instrument panel type „Moki“

RED:

1. Speedometer incl. odometer

2. Signal light block (from left to right):

1. Traction control

2. High beam

3. Indicator

4. STOP (like instrument panel type VDV)

5. ACHTUNG (like instrument panel type VDV)

6. Hazard lights

7. Retarder

8. Ignition key/engine start

BLUE:

1. Switch for diagnostic display

2. Roof fan

3. Vehicle level up/down

4. Switch for Retarder

5. Hide/show steering wheel

6. Hazard lights

7. Lighting cash

8. Lighting interior

9. Hide configuration display

10. Kneeling button for manual kneeling

11. Open/close all doors

12. Door release

13. Door wing lock

14. Light switch exterior lighting

15. Window heating

16. Bus stop brake

17. Door button

18. Gear selectin button
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Diagnostic display VDV/MOKI
The diagnostic display shows current information about the state und 
functions of the vehicle. The following describes the individual 
symbols:

1. Vehicle pictogram (depending on the type of vehicle)

2. Door open

3. Door closed

4. Door lock

5. Brake of the corresponding axle released

6. Brake of the corresponding axle engaged

1. Retarder active

2. Stop request active

3. Tranction control deactivated

4. Kneeling/level control

5. Spring-loaded brake engaged

Here the current brake pressure is displayed. The target pressure is at 
least 6.5 bar to release the spring-loaded brake. In case the reservoir 
pressure has not yet reaches this threshold, the vehicle cannot be 
moved!
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IBIS2 MAS3

1. Selection of line (5-digit input: Line code + special characters, 
e.g. “07635”)

2. Selection of route (5-digit input: route code, e.g. „01“)

3. Selection of destination (3-digit input: destination code, e.g. 
„001“)

The buttons described above have double allocation – after 
selecting the function the same buttons are used to input the 
numbers.

4. Delete the last entry

5. Confirm the input

6. Activate bus stop announcements

7. Deactivate bus stop announcements

8. Previous bus stop

9. Next bus stop
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Almex Ticket Printer

1. Ticket selection

2. Confirm selection

S&B Faremaster:
This device takes over the traditional IBIS functions and combines 
them with ticket sales. The device is ready when the home screen asks 
for touch input. 

After touching the screen, it asks for the company number. In reality 
this allows to distinguish between transport companies or subcontrac-
tors, but OMSI does not have this functionality. Therefore, every 
two-digit number larger that 10 can be entered. The input has to be 
confirmed with “OK”.

After entering the company number, the device shows the timetable 
menu. As with the traditional IBIS, you can define a driving mode here 
by clicking on the selection list. Options are driving as per the 
timetable, but also entering a destination or special line character 
manually using the familiar formatting.

IMPORTANT: For the upper 3 choices he printer always expects a 
5-digit input (line + route), and for the lower 3 choices a 3-digit input. 
If a term code has for example “001” as index, the prepended zeros 
have to be entered!
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After entering line + route, the input has to be confirmed with “OK”.

If the input is correct, the printer changes into driving mode. This 
shows the current (line 1) bus stop and the 2 following stops (lines 2 
and 3). Line 4 shows the current final stop of the route.

Die up and down buttons to the left of the screen switch to the next 
and previous bus stops.

IMPORTANT: departure times and the current timetable (upper right) 
will only be shown when a timetable is active!

Also, if a line and route is active, the destination will be shown in the 
header.

The device shows tabs in the footer that switch between the different 
functions. There are, from left to right:

1. Drive selection

2. Settings

3. No function

4. Messages

5. Visual controls

6. Driving mode
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The settings mode allows for the shift to be paused or terminated. 
The screen brightness can also be changed bere.

The device has a selection menu to the right. Clicking on the yellow 
icon on the upper right-hand corner switches the device from “IBIS 
mode” to “selling mode”.

In the centre of the screen the type of ticket can be changed.

After choosing a type of ticket, the price will be shown in the left 
column. Clicking on the printer in the lower right-hand corner will 
print the ticket. There are also buttons to cancel the process (“Ab-
bruch”) and go back (“Zurück”).

Configuration display
At the upper driver’s console, the vehicle has a configuration and 
information display that shows the timetable, list of lines, and vehicle 
configuration.
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You can switch between the menus using the arrow buttons below 
the screen.

Clicking on ↑ or ↓ allows you to walk through the menu vertically, 
clicking on ← moves back to the previous menu, clicking on → enters 
that menu.

The menu „Fahrplan“ (timetable) displays the current timetable:

DThe menu „Linienliste“ (list of lines) lists the lines:

IMPORTANT: The background textures of the first two menus has 
technical reasons and cannot be adapted to the layout of the display.

The menu “Konfiguration” (configuration) enters the config menu. 
Here, several parameters can be set that adapt the driving behaviour, 
operation logic or optical aspects. The arrows to the right of the 
screen serve orientation within the menu. If the down arrow is black, 

you can scroll further through the menu – if it is grey, you have 
reached the end of the menu. The same applies to the up arrow.

After selecting the module to be changed (pictured are “Radkappen 
Vorn” [hubcaps front]), a submenu opens that allows you to change 
the type of hubcaps. Some submenus can also have more than one 
page that you can scroll through. If a field is labeled “N/A”, then this 
button has no function associated with it.

You can find a thorough list of all available modules in the appendix 
to this manual. All modules can be predefined via repaints – you can 
also find the corresponding variables there.

A short description of all available modules that are not explicitly 
described here can be found in the appendix.
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FAQ
Question: “How do I start the vehicle and put it in running order?”

Answer: You start the vehicle by pressing “E”. With “M” you can 
start the engine. “D”, “N”, and “R” are for the speed levels – in 
order to drive forward, you have to press “D”. After releasing the 
spring-loaded brake with “.” you can move the vehicle.

Question: “My vehicle does not start driving, although the engine is 
on, the gear engaged, and the spring-loaded brake released.”

Answer: The vehicle is still building up reservoir pressure. It is not yet 
high enough to release the brakes of the vehicle. This requires a bit of 
patience until the pressure has built up and the red control light in the 
cockpit goes out. 

Question: “How can I hide the info display?”

Answer: Both instrument panels have a key that hides the display if 
you do not want to see it. Its functionality remains unchanged, but it 
is no longer visible.

Question: “My vehicle does not display anything on various maps. 
What can I do?”

Answer: Every vehicle in OMSI needs a so-called “hof” file that 
includes all bus stops, destinations, terminus codes, and many more. 
For technical and legal reasons, we cannot provide hof files for all 
maps. In order to use the vehicle on own or third-party maps without 
problems, you need to copy the hof files (e.g. Grundorf.Hof) into the 
main folder of the vehicle. This add-on follows the standard format 
for hof files.

Question: “I have modified the vehicle pack and want to make my 
changes available to the community. Am I allowed to do that?”

Answer: Yes, this is no problem. However, you have to make sure 
you don’t publish any original files. Modifications to the model are 
allowed in general, but for releasing them you have to contact the 
developer of this add-on.

Question: “I have installed a mod for this add-on and now the buses 
no longer work. What can I do?”

Answer: If you have problems with mode please contact their 
respective developers. We can only offer support for this product in its 
unmodified form.

Question: “I have created/installed a repaint for this add-on and now 
no repaint works correctly any more. Help!”

Answer: The format of the repaints is incorrect. You have to abso-
lutely make sure the format is correct. Often, it’s invisible spaces or 
wrong variables that cause a problem. Due to the large number of 
repaints from the community, we cannot offer support for this kind of 
problem.

Question: “My local transport company has equipped the vehicles 
slightly differently. Can you change that with a patch or something?”

Answer: Unfortunately, this is not possible. The vehicle is configured 
individually for each order and it is not possible to recreate every 
possible variation. This vehicle already includes fairly many configura-
tion options, but we cannot implement special requests.
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Appendix 1: Vehicle 
Configuration
Hubcaps Front/Centre/Rear
Changes the type of hubcaps per axle.

Type 3: no hubcaps

Interior display
Changes the type of interior displays in the vehicle

Validator
Changes the type of ticket validator.

Engine power
Changes the engine power of the vehicle.

Option 1: MAN D-2866 LOH27 (257 KW)

Option 2: MAN D-2866 LOH25 (228 KW)

Option 3: DAF PF 235M (235 KW)

Straps
Changes the configuration of the straps.

Option 1: Halteschlaufen (3 pro Haltestange)

Option 2: Halteschlaufen (6 pro Haltestange)

Option 3: keine Halteschlaufen

Type Elgeba:Type Klüssendorf:

Typ 2:Typ 1:

Type single-line LCD:Type single-line LED:

Type LCD screen:Type multi-line LED:
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Dashboard
Changes the instrument panel.

Option 3: not set

Windscreen
Changes the type of windscreen and wipers.

Ramp
Replaces the backrest in the all-purpose area by a manual ramp.

Option 1: folding ramp

Option 2: backrest

Option 3: not set

RBL/IBIS
Changes the type of RBL/IBIS devices

Option 3: not set

Matrix
Changes the type of destination display.

Option 2: MOKI DashboardOption 1: VDO/VDV Dashboard

Option 2: combined windscreenOption 1: divided windscreen

Option 2: S&B FaremasterOption 1: IBIS/Almex

Option 2: LCDOption 1: LED

Option 3: Flipdot
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Destination text format
Changes the format of the destination text.

Option 3: not set

Rear matrix
Changes the size of the rear matrix.

Option 3: not set

Separating pole door 1
Activates/deactivates the separating pole at door 1.

Option 3: not set

Option 2: upper and lowercaseOption 1: uppercase

Option 2: large rear matrixOption 1: small rear matrix

Option 2: separatorOption 1: no separator
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Function Variable Value

Hubcaps Front/
Centre/Rear

Achse 1: 
CTI_hubcaps_v_repaint

Achse 2: 
CTI_hubcaps_m_repaint

Achse 3:  
CTI_hubcaps_h_repaint

Type 1: Value:  1

Type 1: Value:  2

Type 3: Value:  0

Interior display CTI_Innenanzeige_repaint Type 1: Value:  0

Type 2: Value:  1

Type 3: Value:  2

Type 4: Value:  3

Validator CTI_Entwerter_repaint Type 1: Value:  0

Type 2: Value:  1

Engine power CTI_Motor_PWR_mode_re-
paint

Type 1: Value:  0

Type 2: Value:  1

Type 3: Value:  2

Straps CTI_Halteschlaufen_repaint Type 1: Value:  1

Type 2: Value:  2

Type 3: Value:  0

Dashboard CTI_dashboard_repaint Type 1: Value:  0

Type 2: Value:  1

Windscreen CTI_windshield_repaint Type 1: Value:  0

Type 2: Value:  1

Ramp CTI_rampe_repaint Type 1: Value:  0

Type 2: Value:  1

RBL/IBIS CTI_RBL_repaint Type 1: Value:  0

Type 2: Value:  1

Appendix 2: 
CTI Configuration
All modules can be predefined using repaint configuration files 
(so-called CTI files). The following syntax is required to ensure OMSI 
recognizes the config correctly:

[setvar]

Variable

Value

Example: 

[setvar]

CTI_Matrixtype_repaint

1

Wichtig: Vor oder Nach den Schlüsselbegriffen dürfen KEINE Leer-
zeichen oder unsichtbare Zeichen vorhanden sein! Stimmt der Syntax 
in einem Repaint nicht, kann dies zu einer Einschränkung der 
Funktionen des Add-ons führen. 

Important: There must not be any spaces or invisible characters before 
or after the key words! If the syntax of a repaint is not correct, the 
add-on might not work correctly.

The following table lists all available variables with their corresponding 
values.

Modules that were added by expansions after the release of the 
add-on cannot be listed in the manual. Instead, you can find them in 
the add-on folder of the project in the file “Nachtrag.pdf”.
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Function Variable Value

Matrix CTI_Matrixtype_repaint Type 1: Value:  2

Type 2: Value:  1

Type 3: Value:  0

Destination text 
format

CTI_Fonttype_repaint Type 1: Value:  0

Type 2: Value:  1

Rear matrix CTI_Rearmatrix_repaint Type 1: Value:  0

Type 2: Value:  1

Separating pole 
door 1

CTI_Fahrgastpendel_repaint Type 1: Value:  0

Type 2: Value:  1
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Expand your world and fleet

www.aerosoft.com

HafenCity
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As a bus driver with your own bus empire you discover the narrow, 
curvy streets of Fuerteventura. Your offering comprises scheduled 
routes, hotel shuttles, and sightseeing tours. Furthermore, you 
are tasked with managing your fleet and your personnel that are 
crucial for your success.

www.aerosoft.com
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